SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES
SPOTLIGHT

Norit Südmo
Finding a process partner that successfully blends innovation and sustainability
is imperative in the competitive marketplace dairy and liquid food producers
face. Products must be on the forefront
of innovation to meet consumers’ desire
for taste, convenience, safety, and variety
while processes must be economically
and environmentally sustainable. In addition an ever-increasing criterion for consumer choice is how “green” they perceive
the product and company to be.
With Südmo North America Inc. as
your process partner you have the latest technology from the company that
has been providing sustainable processing plant fluid management solutions for
more than 50 years. Norit Südmo’s extensive range of sanitary and aseptic process
valves and the know-how of our multi-disciplined team offers hygienic and aseptic
processors the ability to maximize their
production time and operational flexibility. In addition to the excellent product
quality, a strong focus on service provides
for the optimum product life cycle.
Complementing Norit Südmo’s process solutions is Norit X-Flow’s extensive
know-how in wastewater and process
water treatment. Norit X-Flow’s ultrafiltration membranes for the anaerobic
MBR system are a sustainable solution
for industrial wastewater. The system
produces valuable biogas and high quality water for reuse or discharge.
Innovation and sustainability
Knowing that sustainable and innovative
products and services are the key to customer satisfaction, Südmo North America
is constantly expanding its offerings with
groundbreaking product designs. Recent
innovations have provided longer maintenance intervals resulting in reduced plant
downtime for aseptic processors, continuous operation for dairy plants, enhanced
control technology for flexible process
control, and a waste to energy solution for
economic and environmental savings.
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These are all part of Norit’s Clean
Process Technologies – world class consumables, components and standardized
systems – that play an essential part in
helping our valued customers save money
and the environment, and meet their water
reduction and sustainability goals. Overall,
Norit’s Clean Process Technologies provide greater process efficiency, longer lifecycles and cost savings, all of which ensure
a more sustainable operation.
The Norit Group works continuously
on refining our proven technologies, supporting our customers with our know-how,
experience, and added-value services in the
best possible way. This is why the Norit organization strives to realize a ‘best of the best’
standard, not just meeting but anticipating
and exceeding customers’ requirements.
We offer unparalleled customer service and
technical support for all our products. To
help you achieve maximum plant efficien-

cy, we provide same day delivery service,
24-7 support, maintenance training, and
process design review. Visit us anytime at
www.sudmona.com to view or download
brochures and manuals, or call 815-6390322. We look forward to helping you save
money and the environment and working
together towards a sustainable future.
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